Tableau How to Guides [1]

Tableau How-to-Guides are organized by user. The first section of guides may be useful to all Tableau users, then Developers, Site Administrators and finally Tableau Command users.

These guides are specific to the Tableau Enterprise Server at the University of Colorado and may require identify authentication to access.

Tableau General User Guides

How to find your own CID [2]
How to subscribe to a specific dashboard [3]
How to set up extract refresh [4]

Tableau Developers Guides

How to connect Tableau Desktop to the CIW [5]
How to restrict data access [6]
How to Edit the Datasource Connection to view a Dashboard when prompting for Username and Password [7]
How to resolve intermittent data source errors [8]
How to update row-level security calculations [9]

Tableau Site Administrators Guides

How to add users to groups [10]
How to add users within the Tableau Enterprise Server [11]
How to assign site roles to users [12]

TABCMD Specific Guides

How to download and install the TABCMD tool [13]
How to add users in bulk to a group in TABCMD

How to update TABCMD
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